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Martl-esham Heath, Ipsnrich, Suffolk, England, Ip5 7RE

Logic stages comprising GaAs depletion mode MESFETs are fast and simpler to
fabricate than those using enhancement mode transistors. However, intercon-
nection of depletion mode circuits requires level shifting circuitry which may be
large, intolerant of process parameter variations and consume power. passive
interconnect,ion of logic stages by capacitors has been proposed (1, z) as a means
of solving at l_east some of these probf ems.

The basis of capacitor coupling is shown in Figure
of depletion mode FETs are connected. When node A

the forward bias gate current, and the capacitor 1s
4.5V with a 5V supply. When node A moves to its
low logic leve1 a portion of the capacitor voltage
is retained, taking the node B to a nesative
voltage, beyond pinch-off, turnlng off the second
inverter. The voltage across the capacitor in
this state is still greater than the magnitude of
the FET pinch-off. Whlle Lransferring from the
lrigii Lo bhe low condif ion ihe capacitor has to
discharge the capacitance associated with the
forward biassed gate of the second inverter. Thus
the capacitor musl be 1arge, even at voltaqes
beyond FET pinch-off.

FttGURE 2

1 in which 2 inverters composed
is hlgh, node B is clamped by
charged through Q2 to about

Of the techniques which could be used to fabricate
the capaci-tors, we have chosen ro use reverse FTGURE 1

biassed Schottky diodes which can be formed with the FET gates, thus simplifying
manufacture- The capacitance of a simple, plane Schottky diode 1s shown as a

Capacit function of bias in curve A of
Figure 2. At lhe voltages of
interest the diodes have very low
capacltance, due entirely to the
periphery of the diode. The
reverse biassed capacitance can
be maximised by making a high
periphery diode as shown in
curve B in Figure 2. Such diodes
have been used and the photograph

(Figure 3) shows a simple inverter with a high periphery diode to the left. The
reverse biassed capacilance can be enhanced by making the capacitor pinch-off
more negative than that of the FET. This can be achieved either by making the
diode and transistor on different active layers, such as with dual implants, 01'
by using a single active layer and recessing the transistor gates to reduce the
total impurity concentration. Both of these structures involve a more
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compllcated fabrication process with consequent decrease in yield and process

parameter control, and the exact form of the curves in Figure 2 has to be estab-
Iished before elther can be used in a practlal
integrated circuit. In such a circuit the pinch-
off voltages of both FET and capacitor can be

modified by the back bias effect (3) from nearby

electrodes. Although working circuits,
including dividers operating above 1"GHz, have been

made using the structure shown in the photograph,
more detailed deslgn informati-on was required.
The 2 main concerns were: (a) the back bias effect
which caused the capacitor pinch-off to move under

the influence of adjacent circuit elements; (b)

series resistance between the fingers of high perl-
phery diodes. The effects were so important to capacitor-coupled logic that a

test chip was prepared specifically for their evaluation. The chip had

36 dj-fferent combinations ofcapacitor and adjacent back bias contact, the

capacitors had varying sizes and finger aspect ratio and were made with various
combinations of irnplant doses and energles. The back bias was provided by

features on the wafer surface such as implanted areas, contacts and intercon-
nection tracks corresponding to those which might be encountered withln an

integrated circuit of modest packing denslty. Test FETs were provided so that
pinch-off voltage and saturation current effects could be quantified. Some

inverters, with and without capacitor coupling, and with various back bias
conclit.ions, were mea.sured to rel-ate d.evi-ce performa-nce to loglc gat,e

characteristics.

The purpose of the study was to identify the effect, on capacitors, of inte-
gration of reasonabl-e packing density. The effect on the capacitor of other
elements such as implanted areas, contacts and tracks has lead to design rules
allowing full beneflt to be obtained from the advantages offered by capacitor
coupling on GaAs integrated circuits.
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